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CUSTOM QIIICKPITOTO STUDIES
BY BOB PELLEf,IER
My introduction to the commodity markets rras
during my MBA studieg at Syracuse University.
At the same time, I was a practicing
matlrematician modeling the perfomrance of
complex electronic systems being developed by
GE's aerospace business. As I became more
familiar with the commodity markets, I believed
becauseof the knowledge gained from my work at
GE, I could successfully develop models of the
changing market activity that would enable me.to
be a successfi fuader.
As I pursuedthis challenge,I soonrealized I first
had to develop an accurate and exfensive data
base. This effort has taken me years to
accomplishto my satisfaction. This is what led to
the building of CSI as a data and software
vendor.
Along the way, we did a sigrrificant amount of
trading with the standard public domain studies
and indicators achieving a reasonable degree of
success. However. I felt better indicators would
provide an edge in setting stops, in knowing when
a trend is mntinuing and in the early
identification of a trend change. Consequently,
necessity being the Mother of Invention, CSISTOPer, CSI-TRENDTMand kobable Direction
Indeiru (PDI) were developed. These three
indicators can provide a definite advantage after
you've developedthe art and confidenceneededto
use them.
In this month s News Journal I will explain the
Probable Direction Index plus I will include an
exarnple screen output of the new Systems
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Perforrnance Evaluatorru (SPE). CSI-STOP, CSITREND, Intermarket Relative Movementfr and
details of the Systems Performance Evaluator will
be discussedin subsequentarticles.
PDI ig the heart of a three-element trading
system which includes CSI-Stop and CSI-Tlend.
PDI is the study that is used to deterrnine the
direction of the market as well as possible entry
and exit points. Differing from most technical
indicators, PDI is best described as a complex
statistical analysis using price, volume and open
interest. It averages the probabilities of these
parameters similar to the way that moving
average s'r,udiesuse prices to evalua'r,errrarkei
movement. The major advantage of PDI is that
it is much more reactive to subtle changes in
market direction than the moving average or
stochastic analysis. This is because of the
transfonnation of a change in the price into a
probability which in turn amplifies the effects of
any change. To give you an example: assume
that commodity X's price has been hovering at
around $1.00 per unit and it suddenly jumped to
$1.02. A price change of only */o would be
registered, which is a very small effect. A
similarly small effect would show up on the short
term moving averages and one would not
necessarily be moved to take action.
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The probability nsading is reflected in a number predict the FROBABIJ DIRECTION OF TIm
that lies in the interval 0 to 1. If a given event MARKET. The principle is simple: when the
is likely, then readings close to 1 are ueed. index values ale higher than nonnal, prices will
Unlikely readings are supported with measures tend to increase, When the index values are
close to zero. PDI assigrs higher readi.gs for lower than normal, prices tend to fall. Notmal in
situations that appear bullish and lower readings this case is the range at which the PDI values
near zero for bearish mnditions. In our example, appear to be most congested and not necessarily
the status quo for commodity X at $1.00 would be the 500/oline on the chart. One way to utilize
computed in the nidpoint or 0.5 area of this phenomenon is when prices continue to rise
or fall and the indicator starts to diverge, then
probability. A sudden jump for mmmodity X to
$1.02 could push the probability reading to Dear expect a change in rnarket directions. Ttris
provides an alert to tighten up your stops to
1.0, a 10@/oincrease in probability from the nonn'
This miDor transformation made with respect to protect your profits. Experience shows that PDI
glrnost always produces a buy or gsII indicqtjon - -.
the cumulative norrnal probability, distribution,
tends to amplfy price changes from the norm, three to five days before a etochastic or moving
which is how the probability averaging process average approach does using solely price as a
parameter.
translates into a more sensitive indication.

-ii

Similar probability values are assigned to volume
and open inter€st, however, the effects of open
interest growth on volume ar€ removed before
assigning it a probability value. This action is
taken to eliminate the possibility of using two
highly co:related values acting as independent
variables. (See my comments in the September
issue of the News Journal about using noncor:related independent variables.) The price
probability, volume probability and Open Interest
probability are combined to produce an Index
Value ranging from 0.0 to 1.0 for the current day.
As the day-by-day data is entered into the syst€m,

Figure 1 is an example of a QUICKPLOI time
series chart of Dec 90 cotton with the PDI study
results in the window directly below. The
fluctuating line of the PDI ig determined by the
price, volume and open interest relationships.
The horizontal lines represent "significance
thresholds" which are guidelines that can be set
at varying levels to assist in llp tirnilg of trades.
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which parameter combination; that is, price with
volume or price with open interest, combine to be
the more reliable predicbor of future market
direction. This algorithm then gradually causes
an increase or decrease in the weighing factor
applied to each of these independent variables
based on their ongoing predictability perforrnance.
Consequently,the more history used with PDI the
nore adaptive it becomes.
There are two ways that PDI can be used to
establish a trading position. The first, which I
would reconmend is a simple method of using
PDI for what it was designed to do, that is, to
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A secondway to use PDI, but with more risk, is
to use it as an over boughVover sold indicator.
This is particularly usefi:I in a market with no
particular direction. By placing the significance
thresholds near the tops and bottoms of the
recent market action you can catch the extreme
peaks and troughs. A subsequent penetration of
either tbreshold followed by an abrupt change in
index direction is ofben an early tip-off that the
market will tun arou-nd and reverse directions,
Successful use of FDI requires that you fit the
constants to the situation or mmmodity you are
trading and develop an under€tanding of its

string takes plaoe. With the output of thig
process, a curve is generated such as the one
below in Fieure 2, which will show the probability
of rcachirg your given goal as a function of your
capital stake. Also shown, as the dashed line, is
the breakeven point which must be exceededto
produce a profitable result. This is how SPE
alerts the trader more precisely as to how much
capital is necessary to trade the approach being
evaluated. No one should trade a system, no
matter what the merit, without knowing the
ultimate capital needs.

charaeterigtiec and recogrdzejtsjndicatioas,
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SYSTEM PERF'ORMANCE

EVALUATOR

Last month we introduced the conceptof system(s)
or product evaluation. We advocateda try-beforeyou-buy approach as applied to real iime or dayto-day commodity trading systems,trading advisor
perforrnance,pool operator marketing practices or
your own private approach to trading in the
markets. @ven if it is seat-of-the-pants!)

-

A perfoma'rce evaluator is not to be con-firsed
with an actual or simulated net result or expected
value that may have been the figure of merit
output from your favorit€ trading system. A
simulated approach that produces a positive
expected value is only an early step in the
processthat may assist you in arriving
lvaluation
at a systematic pl'ocedure for trading in the
markets. A positive expected value has little to
do with the likelihood of obtaining consistently
profitable results.
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The SPE fulfills a promise to help our customers
preserve their-eapiial-by avoiding unnecessaffrisks. Even if you are a casual or undisciplined
trader you need to lanow the ultimate capital
needed to remain an active trader.
Best wishes for prosperous trading,

CSI's System Perforrnace Evaluator (SPE) was
developed to allow you to take the next step in
detemining the capability of your trading
approach. The SPE requires your profit and loss
string for its analysis as well as your proposed
capital stake, your profit goal, per trade margin
cost, average slippage per trade and average
commission cost. Using Monte Carlo simulation,
random sampling with replacement from the PBrL

C3.,uP-.u-za,;
PRE-REI,EASE DISCOT]I{T STILL
AVAII.,ABI,E FOR QI,IICKPLOT &
SYSTEMS PERF'ORMANCE EVALUATOR
We have mmpleted work on version 4.01
QuickPlot/QuickStudy and version 1 of System
Perforrnance Evaluator. Both systems will be
I
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ready for release before the end of December.
We gave a fulI ru:rdown on their capabilities in
t-heNovember News Joumal, but we'll list a brief
synopsishere as well of the Quid<ploVQuidrstudy.
Multiple windows, ZOOM IN, ZOOM OUT, ZOOM
WINDOW TO FULL SCREEN plot up to 500
intervals at once, design your own custom charts,
save charts to files for printing later, select from
over 190 printers - i:rcluding several laser models,
select from VGA, EGA, MCGA' CGA and Hercules
Monochrome graphics.
indicatorg
t€chnical
QuickPtoVQuichstudy's
include: Auerage of two or more fiel.ds, CalI/Put
Ratio, Cornmodity Channel Indnr, CSI STOP, CSI
TREND, Detrend,, Dircctional Mouement Inde&
Herrick Payoff Ind,ex, Inteflnarket Relatiue
Mouement,Motnentttm, Monq Fbw Index, Mouing
Auerage,Mouing Auemge Conuergene/Diuetgene,
Non-seasonal Volunte, On Balance Volume,
Prcbable Direetinn Ind.ex,Relatiue Strenath Ind.ex,
Single-Field. Detrend, Sprcad/Ratio, St@Insti.cs,
Tlend lines, Wild.efs Volatility System, Willinms
o/oR,and, Wiltiams Aannulation/Distribution.
We are offering a 1@/odismunt for orders received
and paid for by December 16, 1990 for both the
the
Systems
QuickPloVQuickStudy and
Performance Evaluator. This softwar€ wiII be
shipped-on.a first come, fir'st eerved=}asis.
See last montir"s News Journal or call Customer
Service for complete pricing information. Aa
order card is enclosed. Credit card orderg are
acceptedby phone, fax and subsystem.
NOTICE TO BRITISH CALI,ERS
QuickTlieve users in Iondon no Ionger have to
call tbrough the Computer ScienceCorp. for toIIThe Compunet
free access via Compunet.
network now supports direct accesswith the same
passwordsused by U.S. callers. To change to
direct Compunet access, delete the file name
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CSC.LOG from your Change User Constants
ecreen and replace it with COMPUNET.LOG,
The Compuaet phone number for Iondon is (71)
490-8881.
This change was effective as of November 12, but
'we ri/er€ not notified by Compunet until after the
fact. Tlmnet is an alt€rnate toll-free network
available from London. This network uses the
TyMUSA dialog file which is included in
QuickTlieve versions 4.0 and 4.01.
BE PREPARED FOR TTIE NEW YEAR
We'd like to remird you again that users of
cootinuous data must prepare their frlee to update
through the coming year. Continuous data files
include stocks, indexes, cash series, nearest
futures, Perpetual Contract and Perpetual Index
data. If you use any of these and your frles end
with December, 1990, see the "Ask Customer
Service" column in our November Newg Journal
for easy instructions to extend them into 1991.
HOLIDAY CLOST]RES
CSI will be closed for voice contact T\resday,
December 25 for the Christmas holiday and
Tuesday, January 1 for New Years. We wish you
and yours a happy holiday season.
ASK CUSTOI\@R SERVICE
Each month in this column, the Customer Service
Staff addressesa specificaspectof the CSI service
that needs clarification. This month Karen, Ron,
Eudy, Susan a:rdfami will angwer soae coqqo& _
questionsabout QuickTtieve'sEditor Subsystem.
These questions involve editing your sof[ware to
acmmmodate new mmmodities.
Q. FYom time ta time tlle News Journal lists
da.to. base. Thcse
a.dditions to tlw qmmdiW
irtchtd.etlle commdity rwrne, numbe\ synbol,
arrd otler
teclvticsl
conuersion foctor
What slnuld. I dn with this?
information
A. QuickT?ieve uses a file of Commodity
Constants (COMCONS) to expedite frle creation.
This allows QuicklYieve to automatically create
data files. When new commodities are added to
the data base, you should update your Commodity
Constants for future flle creation,
This month s Newg Jouroal includes the addition
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of two commodities, You can add them to your
Commodity Constants file with the insfuuctions
below.
1. FYom the QuickManager menu, select <E>
Enter Editor Subsystem.

have easy accessto replacement data.
Then repeat the data distribution process again,
manually cr€ating frles if neeessary. All new flles
for this commodity will be created properly based
on the corrections you entered,

2. Select <C> Edit Com:nodity Constants File.

You can use an alternate method to correct an
incorrectly labeled file. This involves using the
Edit Data Disk Master File feature ftom the
Editor Subsystem menu. See the manual for
details. Keep in mind that this feature $'ill
correct your cun€nt file only. It will not prevent
incorrect file creations for this commodity in the
future.
TTIE SPREAD CORNER

3. Enter the CSI number for the new commodity.
When you enter commodity #81, you will find
hforrnation on a defunct 4-Year Tbeasury Note
mntract. Replace the entries in the flle with
those for:-nd in the News Journal for the new
MATIF ECU Bond. Ress <Esc) when finished.
Repeat the process for commodity #257, HtghProtein Soybean Meal from the Baltic Freight
Exchange. You ll find the old commodity #257
was'-also' Soybean Meal; but the file still needs
editing. The exact name, symbol a:rd conversion

ractor
shourd
bechanged'

We remmmend that you add new commodities to
your Commodity Constants as they are announced
to avoid problems in the future. See question #2
for an example of the problems that can occur.
Q. I recently started. updating tlw CMEb trcrD
Nikkei 225 Futures @ntrwcL
QuickTrieue
gave tLw file tlw wrong non e It says I'm
upd.ating Sunflower Seeds! Tle prices are
all wrcrtg too. Qon Xnu explain this?
A. As explained above, QuickTlieve uses a
Commodity Constants file to store infomation on
each cornmodity. It must have correct information
to create files properly.
COMCONS may include inJormation on
commodities that are no longer traded. We
someti-meare-assign the CSI numbere for these
inactive commodities to new commodity contracts.
When this happens, files for the new commodity
are incorrectly labeled by QuickTlieve. hice data
for the new commodity may be distori€d if the
two markets use different conversion factors.
To correct the problem, call the service
department or refer to our News Journals to get
current information. This includes the symbol,
unit of measure, conversion factor, etc. for the
new commodity. You should then edit yow
Commodity Constants file with the information as
explained above.
When finished editing COMCONS, you should
delete and recreate your incorrect fiIe, Use
QuickManager'g Delete Data File feature if you

Technical analysis efforts are most often direcfed
toward single mar*ets without reference to each
markets collection of emnomically substitutable

fiffiL*f"t:ffi"11?t.H#tffif"ffi$S€

substitutable pairing can lead to more profitable
trading with less risk.
We plan to offer some insights into this
hypothesis beginning with next months News
Journal. We will be suggesting some factual
characteristics of commodity pairs that may give
you more confidence that your trading practices
will be successful.
Intermarket analysis is, in our view, where
market analysis becomesmost interesting. Spread
trading may, on the gurface, appear to be rather
slow. We contend it isn't slow at all, because,it
adds another set of variables to the equation. It
is safer and less prone to high risk situations plus
it allows you to better view the odds of price
movement in order that you can turn them in
your favor

Consider Crude Oil futures and their imoact on
alternate products such as Natural Gas and other
sourcesof energy. Also, consider their impact on
metals such as aluminum and copper (950/oof the
mst of aluminum is the energy required in the
electrolysis process.) Higher crude prices have an
impact on housing starts and consequently effect
Lumber and Copper prices.
Knowing the relationships of all the major
commodities with each other is a significaat first
step to understanding what to expect from any
given products movement in price,
QUICKPLOryQUICKSTUDY offers a new study
known as Intermarket Relative Movementru

